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1. Introduction – Green energy taking info acount the electromechanical physical coupling is présented in 

this work, using synthetised microfiber heterostructure composite material. The aim our study concentrated 

at the quantification of the conversion of  the mechanical energy to electrical energy via piezioelectric 

propertie of composite substrats. At the first stage, specific program based on finite element for 

piezioelectric associated with optimisation program was performed enabled us optimum piezioelectric 

coefficient. The deduced values are used as input for complex structure integrating piezioelectric fiber 

analysis. After computation, the obtained result showed strong electric potential induced by the applied of 

stress  along z axis. The constitutive result will be discussed and présented in the developped papier. 

 

2. Methodology -Electrostrictive (stress / electric field) model was developped and integrated using finite 

élément méthod (see equation). This evaluate numericallly, the electric field induced by external field stress 

of fixed beam (2). The energy coefficient M=E/F was also extracted. After optimisation procedure of M by 

the combinaison of the specific piezoelectric model with genetic algorithm optimisation, we obtain e31=-

13.7451 C/m2, and e33=10.8535 C/m2. Simulation of microfiber heterostructure piezoelectric using their 

deduced value was conducted to calculate electric field induced in microfiber under mechanical stress (right 

figure). 

.  

 

3. Results and Discussion - After the first stage, the 

optimale piezoelectric coefficient is calculated and 

evaluated about of   As seen in the next figure the maximum 

of induced electric field is about of. Their preliminary 

result partialy validate the proposed technics for energy 

conversion application. On future, new technology 

integrating complex microfiber structure promise electrical 

energy. 

  
4. Conclusions in this work we have demonstrated the 

feasibility of the obtention of electrical energy using 

microfiber piezoelectric material, under mechanical stress. The presented technics enabled us numerically 

the electrostrictive coefficient optimum for artificial piezoelectric complex substrats. Obtained electrical 

energy can be employed for electric battery charging. In the next prospect, we would like to develop and 

characterize the artificial micro fiber piezoelectric substrats 
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Table I. Useful data 
Applied external 

force (N/m2) 

along z axces 

Mean electrical potential 

induced on microfiber 

(Volt) 

10 1.00004312 

30 1.00012699 

1000 1.00418361 

105 1.33578975 

106 5.0426138 

  

 

 

 


